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QUESTION 1

Why do you build a calculation view of type SQL Access only? 

A. To enable SQL access to your hierarchies 

B. To provide a high-performance model when only attributes are required 

C. To provide a data source that can only be consumed by a function or procedure 

D. To provide a data source that is only consumed by other calculation views 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Why do we support SQL development in SAP HANA data modeling projects? 

A. To provide access to your data model to additional client tools. 

B. To support development of custom logic within calculation views. 

C. To make changes to the runtime objects of your calculation view with SQL. 

D. As an alternative to developing calculation views when high performance is essential. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What can you identify using the Performance Analysis Mode? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Usage statistics of the calculation view 

B. Joins that are defined on calculated columns 

C. If the data is in the hot or warm storage tier 

D. Information about join cardinality 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

You want to create a star schema using a calculation view. The measures are based on columns from two transaction
tables. Dimension calculation views provide the attributes. 
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What is the correct approach? 

A. Combine the transaction tables using a join node in a calculation view of type cube. Use the multi-join capability of
the join node to connect the transactional tables with the dimension calculation views. 

B. Combine the transaction tables using a star join node in a calculation view of type cube with star join. Use a join node
to join the dimensions to the fact table. 

C. Combine the transaction tables using an aggregation node in a calculation view of type cube with star join. Use a star
join node to join the dimensions to the fact table. 

D. Combine the transaction tables using a join node in a calculation view of type cube with star join. Use a star join node
to join the dimensions to the fact table. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the disk storage layer used for? 

Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. To unload the least-used data when the memory is full 

B. To improve the parallel processing of queries 

C. To store the data primarily used for transactional processing 

D. To enable data to be recovered if hardware fails 

Correct Answer: AD 
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